We study the degree of the inverse of an automorphism J' of the affine n-space over a G algebra k, in terms of the degree d of f and of other data. For n = 1, we obtain a sharp upper bound for deg (f -' ) in terms of d and of the nilpotency index of the ideal generated by the coefficients of f ". For n = 2 and arbitrary d 2 3, we construct a (triangular) automorphism f of Jacobian one such that deg ( f -' ) > d. This answers a question of A. van den Essen (see [3] ) and enables us to deduce that some schemes introduced by authors to study the Jacobian conjecture are not reduced. Still for n = 2, we give an upper bound for deg ( f -' ) when f is triangular.
Introduction
In this paper, unless explicitly mentioned, k will denote a @-algebra.
If n is a positive integer, we have the polynomial algebra krnl = k[X,, . . . ,A',,] and the affine space A; = Spec(k ["] ). When n = 1, we will use X instead of Xl and when n = 2, we will use X, Y instead of X1,X,. A k-endomorphism f of Ai will be identified with its sequence f=(fi,..., fn) of coordinate functions J; E krnl (i = 1,. . . , n). Its Jacobian matrix is J(f)=(i?f;/dJ$)I<i.j<n, its Jacobian determinant is Jac ( f) = det -I( f) and its degree is deg (f) = maxI< i < ndeg (1;). The chain rule -/(f o g) = J( f )(g) .J(g), When n =2, the subgroup Tz(k) of Gl(k) of triangular automorphisms will play an important role in this paper:
T2(k) = {f = ( fi,fi) E Gl(k) such that i?f,/?Y = 0).
The following theorem of Bass [I] is enough to motivate the problem of estimating the degree of the inverse of an automorphism of the affine space.
Theorem (Bass [I] ). The follolring four assertions are equivalent:
is true;
If k is a reduced @-algebra, it is well known that c(k,n,d) =d"-' (cf. [I] , the main point is a formula of Gabber asserting that for any automorphism f of AZ, we have deg (f -I) 5 (deg (f ))" -I) . But what about the degree of the inverse of an automorphism of affine n-space in the general case?
In Section 2 (resp. 3), we study the case n = 1 (resp. n = 2). 
The main result of Section 3 is (see Proposition 2 and the commentary preceding Lemma 5):
Proposition.
There
exists u @-ulgebru k and un element f of T*(k) such thut deg(f-')>deg(f).
We prove moreover (see Proposition 3) that:
Section 4 is devoted to the quadratic case. We complete there a result of Meisters and Olech (see Proposition 4) and prove that c(3,2) = 6.
Automorphisms of the affine line
Let us recall that k is any C-algebra. In particular, it is not necessarily reduced. We will use the following definition:
Definition. If m 2 0 is an integer and P(X)= ~~Oa+Yi
is an element of k[X], we define I(m, P) as the ideal of k generated by a,, a,,,+~, .
Let us note that for any integer 12 0, we have I(m,P(')) = I(m + 1, P) where PC') is the Zth derivative of P. It is well known that the polynomial P(X) is invertible in k [X] if and only if P(0) is invertible in k and I( 1, P) is a nilpotent ideal. We also know that an endomorphism f = (P(X)) of AL is invertible if and only if the polynomial
. We could deduce it from the last quoted theorem of Bass because the Jacobian conjecture is true in dimension one. However, we can prove it easily, using the following version of Hensel's lemma:
Hensel's lemma. is tvell defined and it satifjies the relation g(Cri) = 0 bvhen i is bi(g enough. 
If f = (P(X)) is invertible, we have already mentioned that P' has to be an invertible polynomial. Conversely, if P' is an invertible polynomial, we can suppose that P(0) = 0 and P'(0) = 1 which means that we can write P =X + a&* + . . . + aJCd where d is a positive integer and a2,. . . , ad belong to k. Then, by taking
* and that g(cco) = a&* + . . I + aJLd E Z(2, P)A. We can thus apply Hensel's lemma and deduce the existence of an element Q(X) E k[X] such that P(Q(X)) =X which is enough to prove that f is invertible with inverse g = (Q(X)).
The following amusing lemma shows us the importance of knowing more than the degree of f to estimate the degree of its inverse (of course, the automorphisms of Lemma 1 do not have their Jacobian equal to one): 
and by solving it for X, we get
We just have to note that for all i ~0, (1) # 0 and then, it is clear that we can take
k= C[E]/(E)~' and f=(cy=, ($ci-'X'). 0 J.-P. Furter! Journal o#' Pure and Applied Alyehw 130 IIWN) 277-292 2x1
If P is invertible with deg (P) = d and f( 1, P)e+' = 0, it is easy to check that deg (P-' ) < de.
(We can suppose that P(0) = 1 and then, if we write P = 1 + Q, the formula P-' = c:,c-I);!2 b. wes us the result.) The next proposition establishes the converse of this inequality:
Remark. Before giving the proof, it may be interesting to see how we can first deduce the existence of an integer e depending only on d and d' such that I( 1, P)e+' = 0 for each P satisfying the hypothesis of the proposition. Of course, we can always suppose that such a P satisfies P(0) = 1 and then, by writing again P = I + Q and expressing P-' as Cz, (-I)'@, it suffices to prove the following lemma:
Lemma 2. If' d,d' ure nonzero integers, 4 = {Al,. . ,A(,} is N srt of' indeterminutrs, (S), 2 I is the sequence of elements ?f C[A] d+zrd bj, (l~hrrr the inverse is mrunt ,ftir the multiplicativr lu+z~ ef' @[A][[X]]) und [f' I (resp. J) is the ideal oj'C[A] grnrruted by the (e),,li/ (rap. b?, Aj,A?,. . . ,A([), then there tjxists un integer e such that J"+' c I.
Proof. If (a,, . ,ud) E C", we have
. , a,~) = 0) implies that 1 + EYE, u,X' is an invertible element of C[X]. So, the zero locus of I is the zero locus of J and we conclude by applying the Hilbert Nullstellensatz. 0
Proof of Proposition 1. If we take P as in the proposition, we can suppose that
there exists a @-algebra k' containing k and elements ~1,. . , I:(/ in k' such that R(Y) = n;=,(Y+si). F' 11 ma y, observing that P(X) = XdR( l/X), we obtain P(X) = fJ1+ EjX).
I='
Then, for all 1 In the same way, we get I( 1, P-' )d"d+d' -'I+' = 0; so, we conclude by noting that I( l,P) = I( 1, P-' ). Indeed, by writing P = 1 + Q and expressing P-' as Cz, (-1 )'Q, we get Z(l,P-')cZ(l,P) and in the same manner we get Z(l,P)cZ(l,P-'). 0
The next theorem gives us an accurate bound for the degree of the inverse of an automorphism f = (P(X)) of the affine line in terms of the degree of the automorphism and of the nilpotency index of the ideal Z(2, P):
e 2 0 are integers and f = (P(X)) is an automorphism of Ai
Remark. If f-' = (Q(X)), then the previous formula may also be written deg <Q'> 5 e deg U"> but we did not find any way to prove it directly.
Proof. We can suppose d > 2, otherwise the proof is obvious. The result is then a consequence of the following lemma:
Lemma 3. Zf d 2 2 is un integer, A = {AZ,. . ,Ad} is u set of indeterminates, (B,)i z 2 is the sequence of elements of @[A] dejned by (where the inverse is meant for the composition law of C[A][[X]]) and if J is the ideal of @[A] generated by AZ,. . . ,Ad, then we have (where rx1 is the least integer n such that x <n ifx is any real number).
Indeed, we can suppose that P is of the shape P =X + cf=, aiX' and, by Lemma implies that
(1)
Indeed, let us consider the expansion of (X + A2X2 + The following theorem, which was already known when k=@ (see [5] ), implies (taking d = 2) that c(2,2) = 2. is true, then we know that c(n, d) < x and on the second hand, if k is a reduced @-algebra, we know that
Theorem 2. If d > 2 is un integer, h is an endomorphism of Ai ivhich is homogeneous of' degree d and iJ' J' = Id + h is an endomorphism qf Ai
That is why we may be tempted to make the following Generalized Jacobian Conjecture (for n = 2, this corresponds to Question 2.19 of van den Essen, in the paper [3] ):
Proposition 2 shows us that this generalized Jacobian conjecture is wrong. It means that we no longer have any candidate for c(n, d). In particular, when d 5 100, we know that c(2,d)<oo because JC(2,d) has been proved in this case by Moh [7] , but we do not know how to estimate c(2,d).
The first counterexample to this generalized Jacobian conjecture was found for n = 2, d = 3, using a computer. It turned out that the automorphism we obtained was triangular and that the counterexample could be easily generalized to n = 2, d 2 3. We will give here these generalized counterexamples. We use the following lemma, whose proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 5. Tz(k) is the subgroup of Gz(k) consisting of the elements of the shape f = (PW),P'(WY + Q(.u), where g = (P(X)) is any automorphism of AL belonging to E'(k) and Q is any element of k[X] such that Q(0) = Q'(0) = 0. Moreover, if' g-' = (R(X)), then f--I = (R(X),R'(X)-' Y -R'(X)-'Q(R(X))).

Proposition 2. If d > 3 is an integer, then
is
an element of T~(@[E]/(E~)), deg (f) = d and deg (f-l)
= d + 1.
Proof. We can just apply Lemma 5 with k = C[E]/(E~), P =X + &Xd, Q =X2 so that
R =X -&Xd, R'-' = 1 + deXd-', f E T~(C[E]/(E~)) and f-'=(X-EXd,(l+deXd-')Y-X2-(d-2)EXd+'). 0
We now introduce the schemes Jn,d and Gn,d,,.. Proposition 2 allows us to deduce that these schemes are not always reduced (see Remark (3.3) 
in [l]). It is easy to see that (k ~J,,d(k))
can be identified with the functor of points of an affine scheme defined over C, which we shall of course call Jn,d. However, we get a bound for the degree of the inverse of an element of T?(k):
Indeed, we have
Proof. We set d = deg (,f') and let P,Q E k[X] be such that
.f = (P(X), P'(x)-' Y + Q(X)>.
We know that q=(P(X)) is an automorphism of Aa and let R E k[X] be such that
-' = (R(X)).
Then, ,f -' = (R(X), R'(X)-' Y -R'(X)-'Q(R(X))).
We get successively
1(2, P) (d-'X2d-3)1' = 0 (by Proposition 1 and because 1(2, P) = I( 1, P')),
(by the formula for ,f'--I). 2
Remark. The majorations made in the proof of Proposition 3 are of course not optimal at several places. Concerning the problem of estimating c(2,d) (d > 3), with Michel Foumie and Didier Pinchon, we have checked that ~(2-3) = 9, using a computer.
Quadratic automorphisms of the affine space
In this section, n will denote a positive integer. Contrary to the foregoing, X will denote the set of indeterminates X1,X2,. .,X, and Y will denote the set of indeterminates Yi , Y2,. . . , Y,. q =q(X) will denote an endomorphism of Ai which is homogeneous of degree two and f will denote the endomorphism of A; defined by the formula f = Id + q.
Let us begin by recalling that JC(n,2) has been proven by Wang [9] so that c(n,2) < cc and G&k)=&(k).
It is easy to deduce from this that the three following assertions are equivalent: (i) J4 is a nilpotent matrix;
(ii) I, +Jq is an invertible matrix (in M,(k[X]));
The following result of Meisters and Olech gives us, in some particular cases, explicit formula for f -' which allow us to bound deg (f -' ). Their proof is for k = @ but it may remain unchanged in the case where k is any @-algebra:
Theorem (Meisters and Olech [6]). (i) If (J,)' = 0, then we have f-'(X) =X -q(X).
(
ii) Zf (J,)3 =O, then we have f-'(X)=X -q(X)+J,(X)q(X) -q(q(X))+ ;J4(q(~))2x -;Jq(q(x))2q(w.
The next proposition answers the question made in [6] asking whether the terms &Uq(x))2X and &&(q(x))2&U could effectively be nonzero in case (ii) when k = @: Definition. J4, which can be seen as a (linear) mapping from @" to M,(C), is said to be strongly nilpotent of order 1 (I is an integer) if
We define isN(Jq) as the smallest integer 1 satisfying the above relation. We just now have to set < =,j-' 0 q 0.j.
Question.
(1) Can one finds explicit upper bounds for c(n, 2):' (2) If 1 is a positive integer, does there exist a constant cl (independent of n) such that (4,)' = 0 implies that deg (.f-') 5 cl?
(3) Can we take c,=c(1,2)?
